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Enabling Design in the Cloud 
June 28, 2022 — Building on the recently launched Accelerator ecosystem program, Intel Foundry 
Services has formed a new Cloud Alliance to enable secure design environments in the cloud, to 
improve foundry customer design efficiency and to accelerate time-to-market by harnessing the power 
of massive on-demand compute. Initial members of the program include leading cloud providers 
Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure, as well as the key players in electronic design automation 
(EDA).  

Supporting quotes from key partners: 
 

  
“We are excited to be collaborating with Intel in the launch of the IFS Cloud Alliance. We share 
a common goal to make semiconductor design and verification more scalable, and more 
accessible to a wide range of design teams, with the security and performance needed for 
reduced IC time-to-market and increased quality.” 
 

David Pellerin, director of Semiconductor Industry Solutions, Amazon Web Services 
 

 

  
"Our close collaboration with Intel Foundry Services has brought together advanced node 
manufacturing with cloud computing and collaboration technologies, to establish a 
foundation for the next round of growth in the semiconductor industry. By joining Intel Foundry 
Services’ Cloud Alliance, Microsoft is proud to expand on that collaboration to provide a secure 
and scalable path to advanced silicon manufacturing. This is the latest chapter in the 
partnership between Intel and Microsoft that stretches back more than 40 years.” 
 

William Chappell, CTO, Mission Engineering, and vice president, Mission Systems, 
Microsoft Corp. 

 

 

  
"Ansys’ comprehensive suite of interoperable, scalable multiphysics solutions plays a key role 
in IFS’ first design flow supported in the cloud. We look forward to continuing our long-
standing collaboration with Intel to advance semiconductor design by ensuring that chip 
designers can access Ansys' gold standard multiphysics solution via the cloud regardless of 
their chosen EDA workflow.” 
 

John Lee, vice president and general manager of the Semiconductor, Electronics, and 
Optics Business Unit, Ansys 
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“Cadence has longstanding leadership providing EDA solutions in the cloud and has 
successfully enabled thousands of customers to accelerate their innovation with 
our proven cloud solutions. Using the industry-leading, production-proven Cadence Cloud 
portfolio, which features highly flexible business models, customers have increased 
engineering productivity, significantly decreased turnaround times and improved overall cost 
efficiency. By joining the Intel Foundry Services Cloud Alliance, we’re enabling our mutual 
customers to leverage the scalable compute power of the cloud with our production-proven 
portfolio along with Intel’s advanced process and packaging technologies in a secure design 
environment.” 
 

Mahesh Turaga, vice president, Cloud Business Development, Cadence 
 

 

  
“Siemens EDA has been optimizing tools for large-scale compute environments for more than 
15 years. As part of the IFS Cloud Alliance ecosystem, Siemens EDA will work closely with cloud 
vendors, customers and Intel Foundry Services to leverage that experience to simplify the path 
to higher quality of results in less time. Siemens EDA is pleased to join the IFS Cloud Alliance 
ecosystem, and we look forward to extending the benefits of our industry-leading products and 
services to companies of all sizes who use Intel’s manufacturing services.”   

 
Craig Johnson, vice president, EDA Cloud Solutions, Siemens EDA 

 

 

  
“Chip design is moving to the cloud at lightning speed. The Intel Foundry Services Cloud 
Alliance program will further accelerate the semiconductor industry’s adoption of cloud-based 
design, ensuring that engineers can continue to use the best technology, tools and flows as 
they move design to the cloud. We are collaborating with IFS as part of the Cloud Alliance, to 
enable our mutual customers to deploy our tools quickly and efficiently on the public cloud 
and help them deliver better products faster while meeting increasingly complex design and 
verification challenges.” 
 

Sandeep Mehndiratta, vice president, Enterprise Go-To-Market & Cloud, Synopsys 
 

 

 
 
About Intel 
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches lives. 
Inspired by Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our 
customers’ greatest challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we 
unleash the potential of data to transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel’s innovations, go to 
newsroom.intel.com and intel.com. 
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